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t t T , t 2 rn[1x6ls-1hatt the only word for it'" That's how

! A"gela described it to us some weeks ago. tWe all

I k.,.* that Angelas bout with alcoholism had been an

ordeal not only for her, but for her family and friends as well. \7e

were relieved and thrilled for her when she was finally able to

stick it out at the treatment center.'We admired the way she stuck

with her program in AA. But this conversation made it clear that

we really hadn't appreciated the significance of this for Angela'

how deeply this experience has changed her life.

"I was on a death march," Angela said, "literally, I was head-

ed for death. I hated you for it at the time, of course, but I know

now that the night you orchestrated that intervention and almost

Iiterally dragged me to the hospital was the most graced moment

of my life. That darkest of moments was, at the same time, the

beginning of the resurrection of my life. I also believe that I'm

only one drink away from death. I pray that I never forget that."

!7hen Angela finished talking, there was a silence that seemecl

to last a long time. Melissa finally spoke up, saying simply,

'Angela, youre the greatest; we love you," The conversatiolr

moved on, but I suspect none of us have forgotten the power ancl

grace of Angela's words that night.

' From the Catecbism: Paragraphs 1428,
1948, 1850, 1865

In the introduction to this book, I tell a story about a friend whtr

liked to tease me about what I study and teach: Christian moral-

iry 'ihe dark side of the Good News." I suppose the contents of

this chapter might be what he had in mind. It's partially true: to

talk about sin and the wounded side of human existence is often

not pleasant. So be on guard; this chapter might invite you to get

in touch with some of those nooks and crannies of your life that

you're glad not too many people know about. And talk abotrt

11v11vs15is11-the idea that we need to bc chrrngcd, rhat we some-
rirrrcs need to "turn 416und"-rnay be equally uncomfortable. In
spitc of all this, I hope you read on.

It is only partially true rhat conversarion about sin and con-
vclsion is difficult. In Christian faith, sin is an opportunity to
t,rlk about grace, and conversion is an invitation to proclaim a
rrrrch more powerful and hopeful conviction: we can be made
wlrole; the process is already under way. In light of the resur-
r('(ri()n of Jesus christ, the final words of the conversarion are
n()r sin and death, but grace and life. Ask Angela, the hero-saint
irr this chaptert opening story. To be clear, the point of her
rrory is not thar alcoholism is a sin. Fortunately, today we
rrrrtlcrsrand that alcoholism is a disease-indeed, a potentially
lili'-tlrreatening disease. But Angela would have us know that if
,rlt.holism is not about human sinfulness for which one is

liuilty, it is about brokenness and woundedness, and surely it
r r it's .ur for the processes of healing and conversion that this
, lr,rPtcr discusses. As Angela would tell us, conversion is both
lr,rr.l work and a gift.

ln this chapter we first discuss "original sin" and .,actual 
sin,,,

rrorirrg, as theologian Timothy O'Connell has put it, that in
\()rfrc ways "sin is a fact," and in other ways "sin is an act.,,
Sr't orrd, we look at conversion, and, as the New Testament does,
I propose that it is good to think of conversion not as a com-
rn;rrrrl, bur as a possibiliry. Third, we reflect briefly on the foun-
,l,rti,. of this hopeful perspective on sin and conversion, name-
ly rhc resurrection ofJesus Christ.

+
I Sin: "Original" and 'Actual"

Wlrlr are the first three things rhat come ro your mind when you
lrc,r' rhe word "sin"? [Thke a minute ro answer this question
lrclirle you read further.] Based upon my experience in under_

1,,r;rtltr:rte classrooms and in a variety of settings for adult educa-
tiorr, if you are like a lot of people, there is a good chance your



answers might include things like cheating' stealing, Iying, mur-

der, adultery, and so on. Those are good answers. Indeed, sin has

a great deal to do with specific actions we perform that are just

plain wrong-not just mistakes, but wrong in the moral sense,

out of keeping with what human beings ought to do, and surely

out of keeping with what it means to be a follower of Christ' Sin

is about what we do; "sin is an act."

But, following Tim O'Connell's lead, it is valuable to reflect

on a dimension of human sinfulness that seems even more funda-

mental than the idea that "sin is an 261"-nx66ly, "sin is a fact'"

Sin is not simply about what we do. in an insidious and more per-

vasive way, sin is "bigger" than that. It is about the woundedness

of the world. It is about the way that all things, especially we our-

selves, are not quite right, whether it be in the small imperfections

that frustrate all of us or in the hideousness of full-blown hatred

and evil that sometimes cause us to tremble. "Sin is a fact," and it

has been that way from the start. The Catholic tradition address-

es this with the doctrine of "original" sin.

Onrcwer SlN

In the first part of the CCC, the section that explains "The

Profession of Faith," sin is described generally as an abuse of the

freedom that God gives to created Persons so that they are capa-

ble of loving him and loving one another (#387).

\7e are created in the image and likeness of God, and this is

dramatized especially in our Powers of intelligence and freedom'

But we are capable of abusing those powers. And that is precise-

ly what sin is about: using our intelligence in ways that distort

the truth, and using our freedom to go our own way rather than

Gods. Sin of every sort entails rebellion against God'

\(hat is particular about the notion of original sin is that this

attempted rebellion of humankind against God has been going

on from the beginning, and it is passed down from one genera-

tion to the next. The story of "the fall" of Adam and Eve from

chapter 3 of Genesis is an attempt to explain, in figurative lan-

guage, some important event that took place at the beginning of

lrumankindt history, an original f.i,lt try 'irtrr lirst parenrs,, thar
Irrrs influenced humankind ever since (scc #390).

According to this grear story, the l.rarmony that marked the
'irriginal" experience of Adam and Eve was disrupted by their sin.
'l 'he rebellion of the first human beings introduced into the world
lirrces of evil that are not easily overcome. And, unfortunately, we
;rll ,ow inherit a world that is marked by this lack of harmony. It
irrlluences us from the very beginning of our lives; it ..gets into our
lr.res." \7e are still created in God's image, and we are sdll fun_
.llrnentally good, bur because of original sin, knowing what is
t rue and freely doing what is right do not come easily.

It seems unfair, doesnt it? \We inherit the ,,fallout,, from the
sirrful, rebellious deeds of those who have gone before us. \7e get
what we dont deserve. But there is another side to this. The CCC
rrrgcs that we never forget the Good News of the gift of salvation
.,l}cred to us all through Jesus Christ (see #39g).

We need to keep in mind rhat God's offer of salvation is made
to sinners. It is not something we have earned; rather it is purely
,rrrd simply a gift. So we do well to keep in mind that if original
sirr is not something we deserve, neither is salvation!

Acruer SrN

( )riginal sin is not the whole story. If we inherit a world in which
"sirr is a fact," we eventually learn how to make it our own. In
,rrrtl through the deeds we sometimes perform-deeds that are
rnrrrked in a variery of ways by selfishness, dishonesry and injus_
licc-we make our own contriburion ro the sin of the world.
"Sin is an acr." So in addition to whatwe inherit, we do things
l,rrgc and small that sometimes display a lack of love and care for
.,ulselves, for one another, and for God.

In a way that is borh tradirional and seems ro correspond with
(onrmon sense, rhe cccdescribes both mortal sin and venial sin
(scc #1854). The difference lies in their severiry and in their
t'llcct upon us.

Mortal sin is a violation of God's law that is so serious rhat it
.lcstroys the life of grace within us. It rurns us away from God
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(sec #lt't55). ln order to commit a mortal sin the act itself must

be scriotrsly wrong, and it must be committed with full knowl-

edge and full consent of the will (see #1857).

There are some important things to note here. Most impor-

tant, mortal sin is not casual. \7e can theorize about how often

we might commit mortal sin, but it is not something we do off-

handedly and probably not something most of us do regularly. As

the word "mortal" suggests, this kind of sin kills God's life in
us-not because God stops loving us, but because we turn our

back on God in what we do.

Note also how the CCC stresses that in order for someone to

commit such a sin three things must be in place. First, the deed

itself must be seriously wrong. This is what the text means by

saying that the "object" must involve grave matter. Second, the

person must have full knowledge of the seriously wrong nature

of the act. Third, the person must perform the action with
"complete consent," that is, with full freedom. In #1859 and

#1860, the CCC points out that a person may do something

seriously wrong (actions that Catholic teaching calls "objective-

ly wrong"), but the person may do so with a lesser degree of
knowledge of its wrongness or with a lesser degree of freedom.

In those instances, there would be a lesser degree of sinfulness;

the action would not be a mortal sin, but perhaps a venial sin.

It could even be that a person's knowledge or freedom was

diminished so thoroughly that even though the person did

something "objectively'' wrong, perhaps seriously harmful to
that person's self or to others, there might not be any degree of
personal sinfulness at all.

The upshot of this is that we are wise to avoid making j"dg-

ments about the sinfulness of others. \7e may observe others

doing something wrong, but we do not have access to the hearts

of others; we do not have the abiliry to assess the knowledge and

freedom of others as they do what they do. I say thank God for

this. Thank God-our compassionate and forgiving God-that
we are not in the business of making these kinds of judgments

about others. It is hard enough to do so for ourselves!

vcnial sin, the ccc explains (rrr.r'c bricfly), w<,trrrds .ur rela-
ti,rship with God, but does not dcsrr.y it (scc #ltt55). \x/hile
nr,r'tul sin entails turning our back on (l.cl, vcniel sin is less dra-
,r,rr ic. venial sin does not desrroy our relarior.rship with God, but
r w('akens it. Just as in a marriage or a good lrriendship, there can
l,t'rrll sorrs of actions that display selfishness, insensitivity, and
t,rliirrg the other for granted. Such things might not..bring the
r,'l.rr i.nship down," but they certainly won't help it. In fact, such

I,rlr('rrs of behavior can pave the way ro a ruprure in the rela-
tr,rslripr that turns out ro be "mortal." To be sure, in some ways,
v.'rrirrl sin seems parr of daily life. \rr'e ail know what itt like to be
I'r,r lr .r.r the giving and receiving end of insensitivity and selfish-
rrt'ss. []ur if this is rhe case, then forgiveness also needs to be part
,l orrr daily lives. \We ought not take venial sin lighrly, but we
,r11,111 11o, "beat ourselves up" over it either, nor should we do so
r, .rhcrs. A sense of humor and the ability to forgive are in order.

'l'hcre 
is one more thing to note about sin. The result of both

,riliirral sin and of our own personal sins has brought about what
,.rr l)c called the sin of the world (seeJohn r:29). This refers to
tlr.'way that human sinfulness "shows up" in rhe fabric of our
,,,rrrrrrunities, in our social structures, and in our cusromary pat-
r('nrs of relating ro one another (see #408).

'l'lris 
isn't good news, but it is true. Sin is not only a personal

,rll.rir; rather, it has an insidious social dimension as well.
I r r j r rsr icc, prejudice, and sometimes cenruries-old hostirities and

'r,,lt',cc are parr of the landscape we call "this world.,, euestions
lrlit' \)7hot to blame? \X/hot at fault? \7ho started all this? \X&o
,,rrrrrt'tl? are usually not helpful. This kind of sinfulness is 

,,bigger,,

tlr,rrr rrrry of us. As the cccnotes (and as pope John paul II often
,1,,r's irr liis writing), the social dimension of sin is often displayed
rrr rlrc social structures of our communities and cultures. For
,'r,rrrPlc, racism and slavery were once "factored in,, to the struc_
Irrr's rrnd laws of our nation. Apartheid was nor simply a person-
,rl .rtr irtrde, but the way of doing business in South Africa. Sexism
,rr.l .,rher rypes of "isms" are often part and parcel of the laws,
rrr)rr)s, and cusroms in our communities. All of this is part of

I
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"the sin of the world." Itt overwhelming, isnt it? Fortunately, this

is far from the end of the story.

'i Corro"rsion as Command and Possibility

Let us return to Angela. Her words to her friends in our open-

ing story capture a good deal of what this section of the chap-

ter tries to explain. Angela said that for her it was the "darkest

of moments." She thought she was coming over to a friend's

house for a birthday celebration for a coworker. It turned out

to be something very different. tMhen she arrived, family ancl

friends were there waiting for her, and with them there was

someone she did not know, someone' she would soon learn'

from the hospital's rehabilitation center for alcohol and drug

abuse.

The "intervention'was motivated by the concern and love ol'

her family and friends, but in that moment, it was devastating,'

Angela thought she had been rather good at keeping her addic-

tion behind the closed doors of her life. But she found out that

night how sadly she had been kidding herself' Each of hcl

friends-including two of her 5i51s15-ds56ribed in painfuldetail

some of the occasions when it was all too evident that her drink-

ing was out of control: the falls, the bruises, the car accident, thc

absences from work, and so on. These things hadn't been missed'

But it was so painful to hear the litany of them all' Angela was

beyond embarrassed; she was driven to the hospital that night

feeling naked, empry and alone.

But we know how the story turned out' Today Angela

describes that "darkest of moments" as "the most gracecl

moment" in her life. Beginning that night at her friendt house'

Angela started to learn-grudgingly and gradually-that she, in

fact, was not alone. \With the help of others and with the grace of

God, she would eventually become convinced that there was a

path that could lead her out of the dark and cold tomb in whiclr

she had been living. She has traveled down that path' Eleverr

ycars-and who knows how marry AA nrccrirrgs-latcr she is a
changed person. And she knows "it'.s a rniraclc."

\Mhat is conversion? Angela's srory caprures a great deal of it.
'l'[re call to conversion-the call to change-is not only a com-
rrrand, it is a possibiliry.

As we noted in the discussion of the reign of God in chapter
2, the first words our of the mouth of]esus in the Gospel of Mark
,rre, "The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come
ncar; repenr, and believe in the good news" (Mark l:15). That is

both good news and bad news. The bad news is rhat we must
own up ro our sinfulness. The good news is that accepting our
sinFulness is, at the very same time, the gift of the Holy Spirit
who leads us ro a new life. Pope John Paul II explains this rwofold
tlynamic of sin and conversion extremely well.

Conversion requires convincing of sin; it includes the
interior judgment of conscience, and this, being a

proof of the action of the Spirit of truth in man,s
inmost being, becomes at the same time the start of a

new grant of grace and love; ,,Receive the Holy Spirit,,
(Domi num et Vivificantem, i31).

To say this simply, conversion is not only a command, bur a
possibility. Perhaps there is no srory in the New Testament that
bcrrer captures this insight about the command and possibiliry of
.onversion than the story of the woman caught in adultery,
lirund in chapter 8 of Johnt Gospel. (It may be valuable at this
point to pause for a momenr and read that story from the
( iospel.) Reading berween the lines of the srory, it is not hard to
irnagine rhe woman feeling that "itt all over." The experience of
grrilt and public shame must have been overwhelming. She found
lrcrself the object of scorn, a pawn in the confrontational dia-
krgue between Jesus and the religious leaders.

ln addition, she was on rhe short end of a serious sexist injus-
tice: where was the man, her accomplice? She was alone,
rrshamed, and empry perhaps saying to herself "please, go right
,rhead: throw the srones. My future is gone, my life is over, lett
gct this over with."

.I
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But instead she encountered Jesus, and she left with the pos-

sibility of a Future. "You may go," Jesus said to her rather simply'

"You may go." Of course, she had a long way to go to put her life

back together, but she was told that from that darkest of

moments she could move on, she could begin again. Yes, she

must go; she must avoid this sin again. But the good news was

that she could go. If there is a more hopeful word in the entire

New Testament than the word "go" in this story, I am not sure

what it is. "Go" is not only a command, but a possibiliry.

The story does not tell us any'thing further about this woman'

about what happened to her later, so we are left to wonder. If she

were to try to move on from this experience, how would she do

it? Thking a cue from the story about Angela, it seems certain that

she would not move on alone. She would do so with the help of

other people, for most often we are the instruments of God's

grace for one another.

Christt uansforming grace is operative and at work in our

lives, enabling us to have hope in dark moments, to begin again'

And the way that this happens, most often, is in and through one

another. Angela cannot tell the story ofher road back from alco-

holism without telling of the people who first challenged her to

move on and then showed her the way to do so. This demonstrates

well one of the most fundamental convictions of Christian faith:

God saved us from our sin in and through the life and work of

Jesus Christ. Now, through the power of the Holy Spirit, that sav-

ing grace of Christ is mediated to us in and through one another.

It is important to end these reflections on conversion by calling

attention to the social nature of conversion. Many of the examples

used so far in this chapter have been about the dynamics of sin and

conversion in the lives of individual persons. That is probably

where we encounter sinfulness and the call to conversion most

deeply. But it would be misleading to end the conversation there'

The CCC points out something that is as important as inner con-

version: For conversion to be complete it must involve a transfor-

mation of our human structures and institutions, for these, as we

have seen, are also marked by human sinfulness Gee #1888).

The reign of God, as we hrrvc st.t.n, is rrot sinrply about the
transformation of persons, bur rrb,rrrt rlrc transfirrmation of this
world into God's reign of .iusticc, lovt., rrncl peace. The dynamics
of sin and grace describe not only wlrat can happen in human
hearts, but what God intends fbr rhc world itself. God intends
that human communities and culturcs, riddled at times with
injustice and violence, be transformed. The very srructures and
institutions of our society that bear the marks of human sinful-
ness call out for conversion.

Is this possible? Admittedly, the massiveness and extensive-
ness of social injustice and violence make it seem thar the possi-
biliry of social conversion is remore, perhaps only a fantasy. But
then we do well ro notice what has happened in places like South
Africa in recent decades. The social transformation there is far
from complete, bur, indeed, what has happened there has been
dramatic. If we are "on the warch," we might norice that the
process of social conversion is under way in other places and in
other ways. If our eyes are open, we might norice the way that
both personal and social conversions are close "at hand," both as

command and as possibility.

Resurrection Faith and Christian Hope
Not unlike the discussion of the reign of God in chapter 2, this
chapter argues that conversion from sin to grace, both personal-
ly and socially, is not only a command bur a possibiliry. There is

obviously something hopeful about this idea, but it seems impor-
tant to ask, "Is it real or simply wishful thinking? \ff/hat is the
basis ofour hope?"

Christian faith does not hesitate in its response to this ques-
tion. The basis of Christian hope-the foundation of the hope-
ful Christian belief that we nor only must but can be transformed
from sin to grace and from death to new life-is nothing other
than the resurrecrion of Jesus Christ. PaLrlt First Letter to the
Corinthians reminds us: If Chrisr has not been raised, then our

!
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preaching is in vain and your faith is in vain (l Corinthians

15:14; see irlso CCC, #651).

Christian faith begins with the belief that Christ has been

raised from the dead, and so the preaching of the Good News

that we can be transformed is not at all in vain.

There seems to be only one question left: Do we believe it?

Do we really believe in the Resurrection? And if so, just what is

it that we believe? I propose that there are three things that faith

in the resurrection of Christ invites us to believe. They each have

something to do with the image of the empty tomb.

The first thing that resurrection faith is obviously about is the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead' It is the central mys-

tery of Christian faith (see #638).

Recall the Gospel story we hear proclaimed on Easter Sunday

about the women coming to the tomb to anoint the body of the

dead Jesus. 'ff4rat they encountered was an emPry tomb and the

angel asking them, "V/hy do you look for the living among the

dead? He is not here, but has risen'(Luke 24:5). Resurrection

faith begins with a conviction about what happened to Jesus; no

tomb was deep enough or strong enough to hold in the Son of
God. The Resurrection is a confirmation of the works and teach-

ings of Christ and, indeed, a confirmation of his own divinity
(see CCC, #651,653).

But if resurrection faith stops there, it stops far too soon. A
second-and even more amazing-aspect of the Easter story that

we are invited to believe is not about Christ's resurrection, but

our own. Pault First Letter to the Corinthians puts it this way,

"For as all die in Adam, so all will be made alive in Christ" (1

Corinthians l5:22).
Easter faith is not only about the empty tomb of Jesus; it is

about our emprF tombs as well. '!7hat a starding, bold claim!

Dare we believe it? Those who live in Christ share the same des-

tiny as Christ. Those who live a life of love await the final

embrace of the God who is love. If you have ever wePt at a grave

and walked away with the conviction that your loved one was not

there, that the cold, dark earth was not your loved one's final des-

tiny, but instead believed that person has been transformed and

is living now with God, thcn you v(, gor ir-you've got what this
second stage of resurrecriorr firirh is rrll alrout. Durh did not have
the final word forJesus, and ir ckrcs not hirvetle final say for us
either. Our rombs can be empry.

But that is not all. Easter fhith invites sornething else. Be
advised, however, that this third aspecr of resunation faith is nor
for the weak of heart. It is deeply hopeful, ro hsure, but deeply
challenging as well. This is the aspect of resurnction faith that
Angela was telling her friends about as she recalld that her dark-
est hour was, ar the same time, the beginning oiher resurrection.

\What Angela seems to undersrand da/y is that the
Resurrecrion is not simply about what happenei to Jesus a long
time ago, and it is not simply about what will lappen to us at the
end of our lives. Rather, it is about what weue willing to let
happen to us today. The fullness of faith in thtResurrection is

the abiliry to believe that the dark tombs welive in today-
tombs of sin, fear, resentment, hostiliry injustrcr-can be made
empry. It is the abiliry to believe rhat through thtHoly Spirit, the
power of the risen Christ is at work in us nowmd rhat through
this power we can be raised up from all that "enrombs" us, from
all that prevenrs us from being who we are capahle of being, per-
sonally and communally.

Jesus Christ, the risen one, is alive in us (see(CC, #655), and
it is the life of this risen one, what we have calledrhe life of grace,
that enables us to live new lives here and now,{s Angela would
want to remind us, we are nor talking abourrnagic here. (In
Dietrich Bonhoeffert words, there is no "cheapgrace.") Letting
ourselves be transformed from "brokenness" m "wholeness,, is
not easy, does not happen overnight, and ahus requires our
steadfast, determined cooperation. But such tranrlormation is 

.,at

hand"; it is a possibiliry here and now. People oiEaster faith are
those who believe that such conversions have ererything to do
with the grace of the risen Christ that has beenunleashed and is
at work among us-today.
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Fof REFLECtion
1. How did you answer the question, "\7hat are the fiJst three

things that come to your mind when you hear the word sirt?" (see

page 46). Do you think you would answer this question differ-

ently now in light of this chapter? If so, how?

2. \Vhat does the opening story of Angela have to do with sin-

fulness? Surely the idea is not that alcoholism is a sin; we have

come to see it as a kind of disease. How, then, is her story relat-

ed to this chapter? At one point, Angela was referred to as a

"hero-saint." Does this describe her? If so, how?

3. The chapter discusses the possibiliry of someone doing some-

thing seriously wrong without necessarily committing a mortal

sin. Can you think of an example of this? tVhat seems helpful

about this distinction? \What might be dangerous about it?

4. Thechapter argues that conversion is not simply a command,

but a possibility. Does this seem right? If so, tell a story that cap-

tures this insight.

5. \7hat do you believe about the Resurrection? Do you think

about it mostly as a future event? Can you give an example-

from your own life or someone elset-about the difference belief

in the Resurrection can make for onet life here and now?
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